Classifying the Baltic Sea Shallow Water Habitats Using Image-Based and Spectral Library Methods
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Abstract: The structure of benthic macrophyte habitats is known to indicate the quality of coastal water. Thus, a large-scale analysis of the spatial patterns of coastal marine habitats enables us to adequately estimate the status of valuable coastal marine habitats, provide better evidence for environmental changes and describe processes that are behind the changes. Knowing the spatial distribution of benthic habitats is also important from the coastal management point of view.

A big challenge in remote sensing mapping of benthic habitats is to define appropriate mapping classes that are also meaningful from the ecological point of view. In this study, the benthic habitat classification scheme was defined for the study areas in the relatively turbid north-eastern Baltic Sea coastal environment. Two different classification methods—image-based and the spectral library—method were used for image classification. The image-based classification method can provide benthic habitat maps from coastal areas, but requires extensive field studies. An alternative approach in image classification is to use measured and/or modelled spectral libraries. This method does not require fieldwork at the time of image collection if preliminary information about the potential benthic habitats and their spectral properties, as well as variability in optical water properties exists from earlier studies. A spectral library was generated through radiative transfer model HydroLight computations using measured reflectance spectra from representative benthic substrates and water quality measurements.

Our previous results have shown that benthic habitat mapping should be done at high spatial resolution, owing to the small-scale heterogeneity of such habitats in the Estonian
coastal waters. In this study, the capability of high spatial resolution hyperspectral airborne a Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager (CASI) sensor and a high spatial resolution multispectral WorldView-2 satellite sensor were tested for mapping benthic habitats. Initial evaluations of habitat maps indicate that image-based classification provides higher quality benthic maps compared to the spectral library method.
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1. Introduction

The Baltic Sea is currently considered as one of the most polluted sea areas in the world [1]. In order to avoid further deterioration of ecological conditions of the Baltic Sea, the surrounding countries should aim at an over-reaching cross-border marine spatial planning. Spatial planning decisions (borders of protected areas, locations of infrastructure, etc.) require data over large areas, but currently, the decisions are made based on insufficient data, as the costs of in situ measurements (diving, video, grab sampling) are too high. Thus, the lack of scientifically sound background information and/or the high cost of getting the information are limiting the effectiveness of spatial planning in coastal waters.

The structure of benthic macrophyte habitats are also known to indicate the quality of coastal waters. For example, the abundance of perennial macroalgae *Fucus vesiculosus*, which is considered as one of the indicator species in the Baltic Sea, has been reducing gradually [2,3]. Eutrophication enhances the growth of opportunistic filamentous algae, which are known to out-compete slow-growing perennial macrophytes, such as *Fucus vesiculosus* [4]. Due to the direct relationships between submerged aquatic vegetation and water quality, trends in the changes of vegetation cover indicate the state of water in the coastal areas [5]. Thus, a large-scale analysis of the spatial patterns of coastal marine habitats enables us to adequately estimate the status of coastal marine habitats, provide better evidence for environmental changes and describe processes that are behind the changes.

Mapping of substrate cover types and their biophysical properties based on their reflectance properties have been carried out successfully in optically clear waters [6]. However, the full potential of remote sensing is still to be exploited, particularly in temperate, sublittoral environments, where under certain situations, the poor water clarity has been a limiting factor [7]. The Baltic Sea is an intracontinental shallow marine environment under the strong influence of human activities and terrestrial material. Large discharge from rivers, limited exchange with marine waters of the North Sea and a relatively shallow sea floor significantly influence the optical properties of the Baltic Sea [8]. The Baltic Sea represents an optically complex water body with high concentration of colored dissolved organic matter [9] and suspended particles [9,10], as well as frequent phytoplankton blooms [11]. High concentrations of optically active substances in the water column often prevent mapping of benthic substrates in the Baltic Sea [12].

Remote sensing data have proved to be extremely useful in providing maps of marine benthic habitats [13–18]. Different authors have used image-based classification method, which can provide
benthic habitat maps from the coastal areas, but require extensive field studies [19–26]. Image-based supervised classification techniques (Maximum Likelihood, Spectral Angle Mapper etc.) are based on the identification of training classes in the remote sensing image by selecting Regions of Interest (ROIs) over spatially and spectrally homogeneous targets. Spectral signatures for each training class are built by calculating image statistics. Finally, all image pixels are assigned to the training class to which its spectral signature is the most similar.

The disadvantage of supervised classification technique is that it requires the collection of training data, which is relatively time-consuming and expensive. Furthermore, the results are not easily comparable between images, because the number and types of classes in images acquired with the same instrument at the same location may vary depending on illumination and/or atmospheric conditions [14]. Therefore, the problem that faces the supervised classification of multi-temporal images is that the training data has to be repeatedly selected for each image within the multi-temporal remote sensing data [27]. In addition, the performance of the supervised classification technique depends on the selection of training areas. The quality of training data can significantly influence the performance of an algorithm and, thus, the classification accuracy. Inappropriate placement or too few training pixels in a training site produces statistics unrepresentative of the land or benthic cover classes of interest [28]. The more experience and knowledge the map producer has from the study area, the more accurate that maps can be produced. The experience of the person processing the image can help to decide whether it’s necessary to add or remove training areas in order to receive more reasonable results. Selecting a good set of training areas is often tedious, labor-intensive and takes long time [29].

An alternative approach in image classification is to use measured and/or modeled spectral library [14,30,31]. In the spectral library approach, remote sensing reflectances ($R_{rs}$) of individual image pixels are compared to simulated $R_{rs}$ spectra created using measured values of bottom reflectance and water inherent optical properties. The advantage of spectral library classification approach is that it does not require extensive field surveys [14], but the optical properties of benthic substrates and optical properties of the water column have to be known. At the same time, classifying the image with the modeled spectral library requires high quality atmospheric correction. If a modeled spectral library is used in image classification, then the library spectra are correct from the physics point of view. If atmospheric correction is not applied or the result of atmospheric correction is not accurate, then there is a significant difference between remotely sensed spectral radiance and the measured or modeled spectral library. These differences may negatively influence the accuracy of classification. Another option would be creating a top of atmosphere spectral library. For example, Kutser et al. [14] showed that applying a top of atmosphere spectral library on atmospherically uncorrected images produces better classification results than applying a just above water spectral library on atmospherically corrected images. This approach, however, requires a forward atmospheric model that allows one to propagate just above the water surface spectra through the atmosphere.

On the other hand, classification methods like the Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) are relatively insensitive to illumination and albedo effects, since it is invariant to absolute values of reflectance. Reflectance spectra are normalized in SAM before comparison to each other. SAM can be applied on the part of the spectrum where the characteristic features of a particular target occur, and it is possible to change the “accuracy” SAM is using while comparing target spectra with the spectra from the spectral library.
It would be instructive to evaluate and compare the ability of different image classification approaches, as both of them have their advantages and disadvantages. In the present paper, we also tested the suitability of two different sensors for benthic habitat mapping: a high spatial resolution airborne hyperspectral CASI and a spaceborne multispectral WorldView-2. The image-based classification approach and spectral library classification approach were applied to both of the image data. The quality of benthic habitat maps derived using both classification approaches were determined by the quantitative process of accuracy assessment using field measurements from the study area.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study was carried out in the Haapsalu Bay, which is situated in the West Estonian Archipelago Sea area, the north-eastern Baltic Sea (Figure 1). Haapsalu Bay, with its total area of about 50 km$^2$, extends deeply into the land in the western part of Estonia [32]. The bay is relatively shallow, with the maximum depth less than 5 m and an average depth of 1.5–2 m. The inner part of the bay is very shallow, with a maximum depth approximately one meter [32]. The eastern and central parts of the bay are separated by peninsulas, causing limited water exchange [33,34].

The visibility in the Haapsalu bay is often low, due to the high concentration of colored dissolved organic matter; therefore, the water often appears brownish. Overall, the area is one of the less transparent coastal areas in Estonia and, therefore, the maximum depths, where benthic habitats can be detected from the surface, are quite low (2–3 m).

The bed sediments consist of sands, gravels and clays of various structures [33]. Isolation, low exposure, shallowness, substrate availability and moderate-to-strong inflow of nutrients explain the development of rich phytobenthic communities in Haapsalu Bay [33]. The most important benthic vegetation species in the study area are higher order plants, *Potamogeton pectinatus* and *Myriophyllum spicatum*. Both species occur in high numbers in the entire bay, often reaching the surface. In addition, rich Charophyte sp. communities are growing on shallower sandy areas.

**Figure 1.** Location of the Haapsalu Bay in the West Estonian Archipelago Sea, the Baltic Sea (left), Haapsalu Bay imaged by WorldView-2 satellite with 2 m spatial resolution on 2 July 2011 (right).
2.2. Field Survey

Field observations in the Haapslau Bay were acquired concurrently with a remote sensing campaign from 4 to 8 July 2011, to provide ground reference data for image interpretation. In order to describe benthic habitats, underwater video records and water depth measurements together with their Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates were taken from more than 100 field sites. The total coverage of macrophytes, coverage of visually distinguishable species and substrate were estimated from the video data using the continuous video estimation method described by Möller et al. [35]. The collected field data was used for classifying and validating the remote sensing data.

Reflectance measurements were carried out in the study area using the RAMSES hyperspectral radiometers, built by TriOS GmbH (Germany), in order to assess the quality of atmospheric correction and HydroLight model simulations. Measurements were conducted in the visible and near-infrared range of the spectrum (350–900 nm). Downwelling light was measured by the irradiance sensor and upwelling light by the radiance sensor above the water surface. In order to determine the above water reflectance, the upwelling radiance (Lu) was divided by the downwelling irradiance (Ed). Atmospheric correction was performed by Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH) and resulted in an irradiance reflectance image. Therefore, RAMSES remote sensing reflectance was converted to the irradiance reflectance by multiplying by the Q-factor. The Q-factor is defined as the ratio of upwelling irradiance to upwelling radiance (Q = Eu/Lu). For this study, the Q-factor was taken equal to π (Q = π), as in case of an isotropic upwelling radiance distribution. In reality, the Q-value generally ranges from 3 to 6 steradians [36].

The reflectance measurements were carried out above different homogeneous shallow water bottom types present in the study area. In total, 70 different measurement stations were visited on which multiple reflectance measurements were performed and for which the average spectrum was calculated. The spectra collected by the RAMSES spectrometer were resampled to match with CASI and WorldView-2 spectral bands by using the spectral response functions of the bands of both sensors.

In addition, the spectral library classification approach requires knowledge to be established about the optical properties of different benthic habitats and about the optical properties of the waters in the study area. Therefore, spectral measurements were obtained with the RAMSES spectrometer for all representative marine vegetation species and communities without water column influence. Samples of different vegetation species and bare sediment types (sand, pebble, etc.) were taken out of the water, and reflectance measurements were made by placing the sample on a black plastic bag in order to avoid a background signal. Pure species spectra were measured for all the main vegetation species occurring in the study area. In addition, as vegetation did not always grow as dense patches, reflectance for the community was performed as a mixture of measurements from vegetation and sediment. In four different locations, water samples were taken for chlorophyll, suspended matter and colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) measurements to characterize the optical properties of the water column.

2.3. Spectral Library

A radiative transfer numerical model, HydroLight 5.0 [37], was used to predict the reflectance of different bottom types above the water surface depending on their depth and optical water properties.
This model uses optical properties of the water column, sea surface state, bottom albedo and sky conditions to obtain the radiance distribution within and leaving a water body [38]. Input data for HydroLight was collected during the field campaign and included water constituents, such as chlorophyll, colored dissolved organic matter and suspended matter, benthic reflectance without overlaying the water column and local environmental conditions, such as the day, time, wind speed and cloud cover.

During field campaigns, water samples from different locations were collected. Measurements of water samples at different sites showed spatial variations. For example, chlorophyll-a concentration varied between 2.41 and 6.39 mg/m$^3$, suspended matter (tripton) concentration between 0.8 and 6.0 mg/L and absorption by Colored Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM) at 380 nm varied between 2.03 and 5.76$^{-1}$. Two different sets of water constituents were used in the HydroLight model (Table 1). Water type 1 represents clear open waters and water type 2 brownish CDOM rich waters.

The spectral library modeled by HydroLight was calculated for the bottom reflectance spectra of sand, Charophytes and higher order vegetation at different densities. The benthos was assumed to be a Lambertian reflector in the modeling. Each bottom reflectance was modeled at depths from 0.1 to 3 m in 0.5 m intervals. The output provides an estimate of the remotely sensed signal, including both the effects of bottom brightness and water column contribution. An optically deep spectrum was also included, describing the reflectance expected from the water column alone with no influence from the benthos. The modelling was carried out for two different water types with the concentration of optically active substances shown in the Table 1.

<p>| Table 1. Concentrations of optically active substances used in HydroLight model simulations. $C_{\text{Chl}}$ and $C_{\text{SM}}$ are concentrations of chlorophyll-a and total suspended matter, respectively, and $a_{\text{CDOM}(380)}$ is absorption by Colored Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM) at wavelength 380 nm. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Type</th>
<th>$C_{\text{Chl}}$</th>
<th>$C_{\text{SM}}$</th>
<th>$a_{\text{CDOM}(380)}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Remote Sensing Data

2.4.1. CASI

Airborne hyperspectral data was collected on 6 July 2011 using the CASI (Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager, Itres, Calgary, AB, Canada) sensor owned by the Institute for Environmental Solutions, Latvia. A spectral range of the instrument is 370–1,054 nm, and widths of the spectral bands are programmable. A total of 25 spectral bands were used at wavelengths where different benthic types have distinct spectral features (Table 2). The number and width of the bands were also optimized taking into account low water, leaving the signal and the speed of the aircraft. Most of the spectral bands were around 5 nm, except the first and last bands, which were around 20 nm wide. The aircraft was flown at altitude of 2,000 m, resulting in a pixel resolution of 1 m.

Radiometric correction and geo-correction of the data was performed by the Latvian Institute for Environmental Solutions, i.e., the institute carrying out the CASI flights. ENVI® (Research Systems
Inc.) was used to further process the imagery prior to the spectral analysis and mapping. The flight lines were mosaicked together. Sun-glint was removed using the deglinting model of Hedley et al. [39]. The deglinting process was applied to the sensor radiance values, prior to estimating reflectance and correcting for atmospheric effects.

### Table 2. Band-set configuration of Compact Airborne Spectrographic Image (CASI)-configured for this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>367.6–372.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>646.9–651.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>396.2–401.0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>670.7–675.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>436.8–441.6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>697.0–701.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>455.9–460.7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>716.1–720.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>477.4–482.2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>737.5–742.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>496.5–501.3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>756.6–761.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>517.9–522.7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>775.7–782.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>546.6–551.4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>816.3–821.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>565.7–570.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>835.4–840.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>587.2–592.0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>875.4–882.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>599.1–603.9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>935.5–942.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>618.2–623.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1,035.7–1,054.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>625.4–632.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Atmospheric correction was performed using the FLAASH module in ENVI, which converts the radiance image to reflectance data. FLAASH (Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes) is a MODTRAN-4-based atmospheric correction software package developed by the Spectral Sciences, Inc., and the Air Force Phillips Laboratory [40]. We specified visibility values for FLAASH using an iterative empirical approach comparing retrieved reflectances with in situ surface reflectance made at the study area. The visibility value yielded the closest comparison when in situ spectra was 60 km. FLAASH was run using the atmospheric model of mid-latitude summer and a maritime aerosol profile.

Availability of in situ reflectance data, although collected not exactly at the time of satellite overpass, allowed us to correct the FLAASH product further. Linear relationships were developed between the FLAASH atmospherically corrected reflectance values and in situ RAMSES above water surface reflectance values for each spectral band in order to improve the atmospheric correction.

#### 2.4.2. WorldView-2

The WorldView-2 (WV2) multispectral image was collected on July 2, 2011. WV2 generates images with a spatial resolution of 2 m in multispectral mode. WV2 increases the number of spectral bands from the traditional 4 in the visible and near-infrared spectrum (blue 450–510 nm, green 510–580 nm, red 630–690 nm, NIR1 770–895 nm) to 8 bands (new bands: coastal 400–450 nm, yellow 585–625 nm, red edge 705–745 nm, NIR2 860–1040 nm) [41].

The image used in this study was geometrically corrected by the image supplier (DigitalGlobe). The image was radiometrically corrected, i.e., the raw digital numbers were converted to the top-of-atmosphere radiance. The absolute radiometric calibration factor was obtained from the metadata supplied together
with the WV2 imagery. This step was performed using the WV2 Radiance Calibration Utility in ENVI’s pre-processing software package. Atmospheric correction was performed using the FLAASH module similarly as it was done in the case of CASI data. The visibility value yielded the closest comparison when \textit{in situ} spectra was 40 km.

2.4.3. Classification

The collected underwater videos were analyzed for sediment properties and macrophyte species composition and coverage. The aim of the benthic habitat classification was to separate the bottom types in the study area into the sets of spectral classes that represent the patterns and texture of the ecosystem. Five broad classes (Figure 2) were defined based on our experience and knowledge from the study area and labelled as “hard bottom with ephemeral algae,” “dense higher-order plant habitats” (vegetation >50%), “dense charophyte community” (vegetation >50%), “sparse higher order plants and/or \textit{Charophytes} on soft bright bottom” (vegetation <50%) and “optically deep water (>2 m).” Brown algae and red algae were excluded from the classification scheme, as those algae were identified only in one–two field stations and at low quantity (less than 30% coverage).

\textbf{Figure 2.} Classes defined for benthic habitat classification in the water and on the dry land prepared for the reflectance measurement: (a) hard bottom with ephemeral algae, (b) dense higher-order plant habitats, (c) dense \textit{Charophyte} community, (d) sparse higher order plants and/or \textit{Charophytes} on soft bright bottom.

First of all, the supervised classification procedure was applied to both of the remote sensing images. Field data from ground-truth stations, as well as spectrally similar areas close to the field control points and expert knowledge on the area, were used for image classification. Initially, different supervised classification algorithms were tested, such as the Spectral Angel Mapper (SAM), Minimum Distance, Maximum Likelihood, \textit{etc.} These classifiers were selected, because they are most widely used by different authors. Initial accuracy assessment indicated that the SAM classification algorithm provided best results in the case of both sensors, and therefore, it was used in the following analysis.

The second approach used for classifying the images was based on the modelled spectral library (see Section 2.3) and the Spectral Angle Mapper algorithm. SAM compares the angle between the reference spectrum (library) and each image pixel in the \textit{n}-dimensional space [42]. Smaller angles
represent closer matches to the reference spectrum. This technique, when used on calibrated reflectance data, is relatively insensitive to illumination and albedo effects, primarily responding to spectral shape similarities and differences [42].

The quality of benthic habitat maps derived from the airborne CASI and spaceborne WorldView-2 data was determined by the quantitative process of accuracy assessment. Field data from ground-truth stations were used for the accuracy assessment of the classification. These data were not included in the training of the supervised classification. Overall, accuracy and the Kappa coefficient (κ) were used as statistical measures of the agreement between the output map of classification and ground-truthed data. κ is expressed as:

$$\kappa = \frac{N \sum_{i=1}^{r} x_{ii} - \sum_{i=1}^{r} (x_{i+} \times x_{+i})}{N^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{r} (x_{i+} \times x_{+i})}$$

where N is the total number of observations included in the matrix, r is the number of rows in the confusion matrix, $x_{ii}$ is the number of observations in row i and column i (on the major diagonal), $x_{i+}$ is the total observations in row i and $x_{+i}$ is the total observations in column i.

3. Results

3.1. Image-Based Classification

First, the image-based classification method was applied to both of the remote sensing images, whereas the classification scheme was the same in both occasions. Five different benthic habitat classes were defined for the imaged area based on the video data and expert knowledge: “hard bottom with ephemeral algae,” “dense higher-order plant habitats,” “dense charophyte community,” “sparse higher order plants and/or Charophytes on soft bright bottom” and “optically deep water (>2 m).” As indicated previously [12,43], the spectral appearance of the same habitat type varies depending on the water depth and water quality. Therefore, training regions were selected from different water depths and water quality conditions for each benthic habitat class. Altogether, 21 initial supervised classes were generated for the CASI image and 24 initial classes for the WorldView-2 image. Initial classes were later merged into the five habitat classes of interest. Classification results achieved by the SAM algorithm for both remote sensing sensors are presented in Figure 3.

The classification results estimate that the Haapsalu Bay area was mostly covered by Charophytes community, which grows on shallower sandy areas. Dense higher-order plant habitats (e.g., Potamogeton sp., Myriophyllum sp.) were found on soft bright bottom deeper down both in the inner and outer part of the bay. At depths of more than 2 m, the signal from benthic vegetation was already considered insignificant, due to high concentrations of optically active substances in the water. This impeded mapping of benthic substrates in deeper waters. The hard bottom with ephemeral algae occurred at shallow depths near the coast in outer part of the bay and also as patches in the inner part of the bay.

The performance of classification was evaluated in terms of the Confusion Matrix. The thematic accuracy of classification results were determined by comparing classified habitats with that of the observed habitat type. Training and validation ROIs were non-overlapping and allowed a statistical
assessment of the classifier performance. Ninety-five field control points were used for the accuracy assessment in case of WorldView-2 data. The field control points distributed between benthic habitat classes are, accordingly: hard bottom with ephemeral algae (5 field points), dense higher-order plant habitats (24 field points), dense Charophyte community (32 field points), sparse higher order plants and/or Charophytes on soft bright bottom (8 field points) and optically deep water (26 field points).

**Figure 3.** Benthic habitat maps of the Haapsalu Bay area produced from (a) CASI airborne imagery and (b) Worldview-2 space borne imagery using image-based classification approach, SAM classification algorithm and five benthic classes described in Figure 2.

Eighty-nine field control points were used in the case of CASI data, as some of the field stations were situated outside of the CASI imaged area. The field control points distributed between benthic
habitat classes are, accordingly: hard bottom with ephemeral algae (5 field points), dense higher-order plant habitats (23 field points), dense Charophyte community (32 field points), sparse higher order plants and/or Charophytes on soft bright bottom (7 field points) and optically deep water (22 field points).

The overall accuracy assessment was 77.5 % for the CASI image and 71.6 % in the case of the WorldView-2 image. The kappa coefficient ($\kappa$) is also commonly used for accuracy assessment, as it removes random agreement from the overall accuracy. A $\kappa$ value between 0.40 and 0.80 represents moderate agreement between the classified remote sensing image and reference data [44]. The $\kappa$ values were 0.70 in the case of CASI data and 0.62 in the case of WorldView-2 data (Table 3).

Hyperspectral CASI data gave slightly better results compared to the multispectral WorldView-2 data. Producer and user accuracy are ways of reporting individual class accuracies. User accuracy reflects the likelihood that a habitat class on the map actually exists on the ground. Since the main aim of the current study is to produce maps for people to use, the user accuracy is the more important of the two. In the case of CASI data, low user accuracy was identified for the class “sparse higher order plants and/or Charophytes on soft bright bottom” (38%). In the case of WorldView-2 data, low user accuracies were identified for classes “hard bottom with ephemeral algae” (33%) and “sparse higher order plants and/or Charophytes on soft bright bottom” (50%).

### Table 3. Classification accuracy (overall accuracy, kappa coefficient) of the hyperspectral CASI and multispectral WorldView-2 images using image-based classification approach and spectral library classification approach (FLAASH: images are atmospherically corrected using FLAASH; FLAASH calibrated: images are first atmospherically corrected with FLAASH and then calibrated by RAMESE in situ reflectance values).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Approach</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy</th>
<th>Kappa Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CASI image-based classification</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASI spectral library classification (FLAASH)</td>
<td>57.5%</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASI spectral library classification (FLAASH calibrated)</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV-2 image-based classification</td>
<td>71.6%</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV-2 spectral library classification (FLAASH)</td>
<td>64.6%</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV-2 spectral library classification (FLAASH calibrated)</td>
<td>63.5%</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Spectral Library Classification

#### 3.2.1. Atmospheric Correction

Classifying the image with the modeled spectral library requires high quality atmospheric correction. In the case of satellite data, the atmospheric contribution is more than 90% from the measured signal over the dark object, such as deep water. The effect of the atmosphere must be removed in order for image spectra to match library spectra. The results of the FLAASH atmospheric correction were examined by comparing extracted image reflectance spectra with the field measurements performed with RAMSES spectroradiometers.

Figures 4 and 5 show some examples of atmospherically corrected image spectra, corresponding RAMESE spectra and HydroLight modeled spectra. It must be noted that the HydroLight model produced consistently lower reflectance values than RAMESE, as well as atmospherically corrected
CASI and WorldView-2 data. It can be explained with the parameterization of HydroLight. We used several empirical equations embedded in HydroLight. These have been mainly developed on data from clear oceanic water and are most probably not valid in the Baltic Sea. For example, we used just one backscattering coefficient for suspended matter and phytoplankton, while our previous results [45] show that total backscattering coefficient may vary by more than two-orders of magnitude in the Baltic Sea. This has significant impact on the absolute value of reflectance, but a little impact on the shape, as the backscattering coefficient spectra are usually flat, except in the case of cyanobacteria [46].

FLAASH corrected CASI spectra showed negative values in the blue spectral region (400–450 nm); therefore, these spectral bands were removed from the following analysis. Vegetation itself absorbs light strongly at shorter wavelengths [47]. Therefore, the only part of the spectrum useful for shallow water benthic habitat mapping even in clear oceanic waters is green to the NIR part of spectrum. In the Baltic Sea, the light at shorter wavelengths is strongly absorbed by CDOM. As a result, reflectance values are low, below 500 nm. On the other hand, absorption of light by water molecules increases exponentially with increasing wavelength from 650 nm onwards. Therefore, the features useful for mapping shallow water benthic habitats are lost quickly with increasing water depths (see Figure 4).

**Figure 4.** Comparisons of RAMSES ground-truth spectra with CASI FLAASH atmospheric correction results (primary axis) and HydroLight modelling results (secondary axis). FLAASH: images are atmospherically corrected with FLAASH; FLAASH calibrated: atmospherically corrected images calibrated by RAMSES in situ reflectance values; HydroLight 1: water type 1 was used in model simulations; HydroLight 2: water type 2 was used in model simulations (see Table 1).
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Figure 4 indicates that the FLAASH correction worked relatively well in removing atmospheric effects. Especially take into account that we used SAM in further image processing, as SAM is normalizing both spectral library and image spectra before comparing them. The biggest discrepancies
between the field and airborne FLAASH corrected data occurred near 700 nm, as can be seen in the Figure 4. This is partly caused by the optical effect caused by selected CASI bands. The configuration of bands we used had band 16 near 700 nm (697–701.8) and band 17 (716.1–720.9) further away. The actual peak in reflectance spectra was often between those two bands. Plotting CASI spectra as continuous values (when there are actually discrete bands) creates an illusion that the peak is shifted towards red (compared to the RAMSES continuous spectra). However, there may also be slight calibration issues with the band 16, as calibrating CASI spectra with in situ measured field data allowed us to get a reflectance peak that resembles more field data.

It must be noted that the spatial heterogeneity of benthic habitats is very high in Estonian coastal waters. It means that the reflectance from a 1 m² area may consist of signals from tens of different benthic algae and some substrate signal. The RAMSES measurement area is just a few square centimeters. Therefore, the CASI and RAMSES reflectances do not have to match, even if they were measured in exactly the same location.

**Figure 5.** Comparisons of RAMSES ground-truth spectra with WorldView-2 FLAASH atmospheric correction results (primary axis) and HydroLight modelling results (secondary axis). FLAASH: images are atmospherically corrected with FLAASH; FLAASH calibrated: atmospherically corrected images calibrated by RAMSES in situ reflectance values; HydroLight 1: water type 1 was used in model simulations; HydroLight 2: water type 2 was used in model simulations (see Table 1).

Atmospheric correction of WorldView-2 data with FLAASH produced reasonable results. In some cases, the reflectance values in the blue bands were high compared to the RAMSES spectra (see top graphs in Figure 5). A possible explanation of this effect may be a glint in WorldView-2 imagery in these pixels, as our results [48] show that the glint contribution in reflectance spectra is the highest in
the UV and blue part of the spectrum and decreases with increasing wavelength. In many cases, the FLAASH corrected reflectances match nicely with the field data. In some cases, the FLAASH corrected reflectances match better with the spectra modeled with HydroLight than the field data. As mentioned above, the satellite spectra from the 4 m² area cannot match with the RAMSES spectra measured from a few square centimeters in the case of very heterogeneous bottoms, like in most of the study area.

3.2.2. Classification

First, the modeled spectral library was applied to the atmospherically corrected images (FLAASH). Then, linear regression relationships were developed between the FLAASH atmospherically corrected reflectance values and in situ RAMSES above water surface reflectance values in order to improve the atmospheric correction (FLAASH calibrated). The modeled spectral library was applied also to FLAASH calibrated images. Each pixel in the image was assigned to a benthic habitat and water depth class corresponding to the spectrum in the library that most closely matched the CASI and WorldView-2 spectrum of this particular pixel. The spectral library consisted of spectra that were modeled for two different water types (Table 1). SAM classification was performed thrice for all the remote sensing images—first, only spectra that were modeled with water type 1 were used; secondly, only spectra with water type 2 were used; and thirdly, water type 1 and water type 2 spectra were used together.

Figure 6. Benthic habitat maps of the Haapsalu Bay area produced from (a) CASI FLAASH calibrated imagery and (b) Worldview-2 FLAASH corrected imagery using spectral library classification approach, SAM classification algorithm and five benthic classes, described in Figure 2.
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The spectral library classification approach gave poorer results compared to the image-based classification approach. However, applying the spectral library to the FLAASH calibrated CASI image substantially improved the classification results (Table 3). The best results were achieved when using water type 1 and water type 2 modeled spectra together and using wavelengths between 520 and 739 nm. The overall accuracy was 70.8 % and a $\kappa$ value 0.61. The classification results are shown in Figure 6, where all the benthic classes at different depths are merged into one single habitat class. It must be noted that deep water areas were masked out from CASI data before applying the classification. The reason was that on that day, some deep water areas had a phytoplankton bloom, causing a peak near 700 nm. This effect caused a situation where the deep water pixels containing high phytoplankton biomass were classified as some type of benthic habitat.

In the case of multispectral WorldView-2 data, applying the spectral library to the FLAASH calibrated image did not improve the classification result. The best result was achieved when using only water type 1 modeled spectra. In this case, the overall accuracy was 64.6 % and a $\kappa$ value 0.52.

4. Discussion

Optical remote sensing systems are limited by depth penetration and constrained by water turbidity. In clearest ocean waters, optical remote sensing is limited to depths below 30 m. This is mainly due to the high transparency of water in the blue end of the spectrum. On the other hand, most of the spectral information useful for separating different bottom types is actually in the red part of the spectrum, where the limiting factor for the remote sensing is absorption of light by water molecules. The useful information in this part of the spectrum can be obtained down to 5–6 m, both in clear oceanic and relatively turbid coastal waters. The effects of high concentrations of suspended solids, dissolved organic substances and phytoplankton on remotely sensed signals make interpretation of substratum types increasingly difficult, as the water depth penetration is drastically reduced.

The depth limit for remote sensing was quite low in the Haapsalu Bay area compared to our previous results from benthic habitat mapping in Estonian coastal waters. For example, the benthic
vegetation signal rapidly decreases as water depth increases and almost completely disappears within a depth of 2.0 m in the Haapsalu Bay area. The results from more open sea areas on the western side of the Estonian biggest island of Saaremaa showed that the benthic vegetation could be detected down to depths of 5–6 m [43]. Therefore, the areas below 2.0 m were classified as deep-turbid in the Haapsalu Bay area, where no information about benthic types could be retrieved with remote sensing.

While providing benthic habitat maps by using the image-based classification procedure, it should be kept in mind that the results may vary depending on the selection of the training regions. The more experience and knowledge the map producer has from the study area, the more accurate maps can be produced, as the map producer can decide whether it’s necessary to add or remove training areas. For example, several supervised classification procedures were conducted in the study area using similar benthic habitat classes, but a different selection of training regions. A different selection of training regions means that initial training regions for each habitat class were selected only from multiple depths (0.5 m, 1.0 m, 1.5 m), but the results of the classification showed that there was confusion between certain classes. The amount of training regions was gradually increased by taking into account the water quality differences in the inner and outer part of the Haapsalau Bay. Visual assessment of mapping results indicated that slightly different selection of training regions produced different representations of benthic community composition. The final selection of training regions was based on the expert knowledge of the study area.

Hyperspectral CASI data gave slightly better results compared to the multispectral WorldView-2 data, while using the image-based classification approach. Similar results have been shown by many different authors. For example, Belluco et al. [49] concluded that classifications of hyperspectral salt marsh data are somewhat superior to those from multispectral observations. Hochberg et al. [50] showed that the hyperspectral sensors provide the best areal benthic cover estimates, followed first by the narrow-band then the broad-band multispectral sensors. Phinn et al. [15] also concluded that the airborne hyperspectral CASI data produced a higher overall mapping accuracy than the multispectral QuickBird data for seagrass mapping. Multispectral data typically do not contain enough spectral information to differentiate between complex bottom types. In contrast, hyperspectral data, characterized by a high number of spectral bands, are capable of capturing this diversity [30]. Therefore, hyperspectral instruments, such as CASI, AISA and HyMap, have been recently favored by many authors [16,17,51], as the spectral features, which are used to differentiate among benthic substrates, are narrow.

The accuracy assessment (Table 3) showed relatively high accuracy (77.5%) in the case of classifying CASI hyperspectral image by the image-based classification approach. The main confusion was to distinguish the class “sparse higher order plants and/or Charophytes on soft bright bottom” from classes “dense charophyte community” and “dense higher-order plant habitats.” In all cases, the substrate is relatively bright, and the reflectance of green algae and higher order plants is also relatively similar [52]. The reflectance signal depends on the density of the vegetation and in cases where the vegetation cover is 40–45%, the substrate can sometimes give the signal of dense vegetation patches.

Deeper areas (>2 m) were also well differentiated from the shallower areas while using the image-based classification approach. A high proportion of field reference points from areas below 2 m significantly increased the overall accuracy. Therefore, the Kappa coefficient was calculated. The
Kappa coefficient represents the proportion of agreement obtained after removing the proportion of agreement that could be expected to occur by chance [53]. It is widely used, because all elements in the classification error matrix, and not just the main diagonal, contribute to the Kappa calculation [54]. The value of the Kappa coefficient was 0.7 in the case of the CASI data, which indicates a moderate agreement between the classified remote sensing image and reference data.

The accuracy assessment (Table 3) showed lower accuracy (71.6%) in the case of the WorldView-2 image-based classification approach. The main problem was to accurately map classes “hard bottom with ephemeral algae” and “sparse higher order plants and/or Charophytes on soft bright bottom”. Similarly to CASI data, the class “sparse higher order plants and/or charophytes on soft bright bottom” was confused with classes “dense charophyte community” and “dense higher-order plant habitats.” Unfortunately, we only had a few field reference stations for the class “hard bottom with ephemeral algae”, and only one of them was classified correctly. The value of the Kappa coefficient was 0.62 in the case of WorldView-2 data, which indicates a moderate agreement between the classified remote sensing image and reference data.

Modelled spectral libraries were used as an alternative approach in image classification. The benthic reflectance spectra and water quality data were collected in the study site. The HydroLight 5.0 radiative transfer model allowed us to simulate water reflectance spectra for all possible combinations of bottom types, water depth and its optical properties. Nevertheless, classifying the image with the modelled spectral library requires the high quality of the image data, i.e., the reflectance spectra in the atmospherically corrected image have to be of high quality.

Different authors have used various atmospheric modelling programs, such as 6S radiative transfer code [49,51,55], ATCOR—Atmospheric Correction model [49] and ACORN [56], in order to retrieve surface reflectance from remote sensing images. In the current case, the FLAASH atmospheric correction procedure was selected, as it is a plug-in available in the ENVI image processing software and because it has shown to provide realistic water reflectance spectra over coral reefs in clear oceanic waters, dark boreal lakes, as well as intense cyanobacterial blooms [14,57–60].

The biggest discrepancies between the field data and FLAASH-corrected CASI data occurred near 700 nm. Calibrating CASI atmospherically corrected spectra with the RAMSES measurements allowed us to get a reflectance peak that resembles the field data more. This method produced useable water spectra with characteristic features present in the reflectance spectra of different shallow water habitats [61,62]. At the same time, the calibration of WorldView-2 FLAASH corrected spectra with the RAMSES measurements did not provide considerable improvement.

The performance of atmospheric correction was assessed by comparing the spectra of atmospherically corrected image pixels with the RAMSES spectrometer spectra collected exactly in the same places. It must be noted that the area seen by different sensors is quite different. For example, the field of view of RAMSES radiance sensor measuring upwelling light is 7°, resulting in a sampling area of just centimeters in diameter. The CASI pixel size is 1 m², but we selected 3 × 3 image pixels around the RAMSES sampling points; their average was compared with the RAMSES reflectance. This means that the CASI spectra cannot match exactly with the RAMSES spectra if the bottom was not homogenous.

The spectral library classification method provided poorer classification results compared to the image-based classification approach. The accuracy assessment for WorldView-2 data showed a 64.6%
overall accuracy. The spectral library modelled by using only water type 1 gave superior results than using spectral library modelled by both water types (Table 1). Here, we can assume that multispectral data do not contain enough spectral information to differentiate all the subtle changes conditioned by slightly different water quality. As a result, a large number of end-members may be confusing for the classification software, because many of the spectra may be almost identical.

The spectral library classification results in the case of CASI data showed relatively good results while applying the spectral library to the CASI FLAASH corrected image, which was calibrated with the RAMSES in situ reflectance values. The best results were achieved while using water type 1 and water type 2 modeled spectra together and using wavelengths between 520 and 739 nm.

In the current study, a spectral library of remote sensing reflectance was simulated just above the water surface using a water column radiative transfer model. The spectral library was then used for classifying atmospherically corrected images by end-member matching. This has also been found to introduce noise that can confuse classifiers and interpreters alike [14]. The second option would be the creation of spectral libraries of radiances at the sensor altitude using “forward” modelling and then using the simulated libraries for classifying the at sensor (original data) radiance images against the modelled end-member libraries. The advantage here is that original image signal to noise ratio (SNR) is not modified by the processing [14]. However, we do not have an atmospheric forward model to test this approach.

The glint correction procedure was also necessary in the case of CASI data, as the image suffered from severe sun glint effect. The implementation of glint correction procedure to the pixels not actually contaminated with glint reduced the reflectance values of those pixels, resulting in a bigger difference between the in situ measured spectra and atmospherically corrected spectra. Nevertheless, the exact reflectance values are not critical if we use such methods in image processing that compare only shapes of the known spectral library spectra with the image reflectance spectra. Spectral Angel Mapper [63] classification normalizes both the spectral library and image reflectance before comparing; then in the n-dimensional space and the absolute value of reflectance is not important. However, in addition to the change in reflectance values, the glint correction procedure can also slightly change the spectral shape [64], resulting in mismatches between image spectra and spectral library spectra.

It must be noted that there are different glint removal methods based on different principles: some utilize NIR bands to estimate the amount of glint in every pixels [39], some use the depth of oxygen absorption feature [64] and there are also glint removal methods using the slope of reflectance spectra in the UV part of spectrum [48]. The latest two methods have been developed by us. Unfortunately, we used a CASI configuration that had just one band in the 350–380 nm range. This means we could not use the method described in [48]. Kay et al. [65] compared the method developed by us [64] with the methods proposed by Hedley et al. [39]. The latter provided more reliable results and was therefore used in this study. No comparative glint removal exercise was undertaken in the present study.

It’s also necessary to pay more attention to tuning the modelling of the spectral library for particular conditions. For example, we used HydroLight with the concentrations of optically active substances (chlorophyll-a, CDOM, suspended matter). This means we adopted several empirical relationships that are built in the HydroLight. Most of those algorithms have been determined for clear oceanic waters and are not necessarily valid in turbid coastal waters. This explains also why the modelled spectra did
not match exactly to the \textit{in situ} measured reflectance spectra. The HydroLight model allows the use of inherent optical properties of the water (\textit{i.e.}, absorption coefficient, scattering coefficient and scattering phase function) instead of concentrations of optically active substances. We have the opportunity to use a set of optical instrumentation that allows us to measure the absorption, attenuation and scattering coefficient of water (ac-spectra by WETLabs), backscattering coefficient (eco-bb3 by WETLabs) and volume scattering function at three angles and three wavelengths (eco-vsF3 by WETLabs). Therefore, the next step should be parameterizing the HydroLight with real inherent optical properties (IOP) measurements in order to see if we can get more accurate water reflectance spectra for our spectral library.

Another potential source of error may be optical variability in the study area. Inner bay (from where we do not have IOP data) has brown CDOM-rich water. The central bay has a relatively high CDOM concentration, but also the amount of sediments may be high in windy conditions. Open water parts of the CASI image contained phytoplankton (probably cyanobacterial) bloom. Such extreme optical variability probably needs a spectral library containing spectra of more than two water types.

The result of the study may be slightly biased, due to the choice of method used in comparing spectra. Several authors [66,67] have used the least squares method for that. This allows us to utilize both the shape and magnitude of reflectance spectra. Obtaining correct reflectance spectra is a very difficult task in the case of coastal waters, as more than 90% of the signal measured by satellite may be due to atmospheric contribution. Achieving correct spectral shape with different atmospheric correction methods is easier than achieving the correct absolute value of reflectance. Therefore, many authors [14,49,68–70] have used methods, like Spectral Angle Mapper, which are insensitive to illumination effects. We preferred to use SAM in our study.

5. Conclusions

Two image processing approaches were tested in the study—image-based approach and spectral library approach. The image-based approach requires lots of \textit{in situ} data and an experienced interpreter in order to produce acceptable accurate shallow water habitat maps. The spectral library approach should be easier to use by an inexperienced image interpreter; it is easily transferable between sensors and sites and, unlike the image-based method, produces bottom type and water depth estimations simultaneously. However, the spectral library approach needs good atmospheric correction of imagery and a model well parameterized for the waters under investigation. The image-based method performed slightly better in our study than the spectral library method. It can be explained by the radiative transfer model used by us. It included some standard relationships embedded in the HydroLight model, which are not necessarily valid in such turbid waters, like the Haapsalu Bay. We need to redesign the model taking into account our IOP measurement results from Estonian coastal waters. The study also showed that some field reflectance measurements from the study area are very beneficial in improving atmospheric correction results.

We also compared the suitability of two types of imagery for shallow water habitat mapping. Our results show that there was no significant difference between using airborne hyperspectral and satellite multispectral data. This can be explained by relatively low variability in reflectance spectra. First of all, the number of habitat classes was low, and the water was very turbid, smoothing potential narrow features in the reflectance spectra of different bottom types. Therefore, the higher number of spectral
bands of the airborne sensor did not have a significant spectral advantage over the multispectral satellite data.
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